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Actress. Her singing career also
evolved, with hit albums including
1he Sweetest Days and the Comfort
Zone. Expanding to Broadway, the
actress appeared in Into the WOods,
which earned her a Tony Award
nomination.
To end the night, Williams sang
a verse from the song "To Higher
Ground" and was given a standing
ovation.
Of those in attendance, Tiffany
Mack described Williams and the
event as "absolutely wonderful."
Natiesha Cross said that Williams
is a "breathtaking and inspiring
"woman
Life 101 is a continuing
series at NSU which allows
successful individuals to share
their inspirational stories with the
universtiy community.
1963, spoke about her musically
inclined upbringing. Since both of
her parents were music teachers,
"music was a requirement" in her
household.
She drew laughs from the crowd
when she talked about running
away at the age of eight because she
refused to practice her instruments.
Her solo journey into the woods did
not last very long.
She attended high school at a
localpublicinherhomeofMillwood,
New York, where she became
prepared for the a career in the arts~
Williams then attended Syracuse
University, where she received a
performing arts scholarship.
Her film career started with the
hit thriller Eraser, co-starringArnold
Schwarzenegger, and followed with
Soul Food, which won her the
NAACP award for Outstanding
HlTP://WWW.NSUCURRENT.COM
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her parents, who simply
said that they loved her
and forgave her. The
ordeal was a lesson of
betrayal and learning to
trust her instinct.
Racism, both from
the black and white" ,~ .,,,'iL'.,,.,,,,§¥ii.\i ,;
. 1 d I Photo courtesy Gerlinde Photography
commumty, p aye a ro e
in her life after Williams became
Miss America. Coming from a
very liberal household, she was not
prepared for the backlash.
People assumed that . she
lived in the projects. "Why this
assumption?" questioned Williams.
Though it was difficult to combat
the white angst, it hurt her more
to hear that members of black
community were saying her light
skin and green eyes disqualified her
from being known as the first black
Miss America.
The mother of four children
spoke about her family life, stating
that her children are her first
priority. "Balancing a career and a
family is a myth. When consumed
with a career, you neglect your role
as a parent. It is about adaptation
and compromise."
Williams, born on March 18,
10
san
Overcoming life, scandals
and racism
MARCH 6, 2006
Acclaimed singer and actress
Vanessa Williams spoke to the
NSU . community \ about life,
scandals, and racism during the
twelfth installment of the Life 101
series.
The informal interview, hosted
by professor Mark Cavanaugh, was
held at the Rose and Alfred Miniaci
Performing Arts Center for on
Feb. 28 and allowed Williams
to reveal her stories of hope ana
perseverance. A pivotal moment in
the talk came as the former Miss
America insisted on clarifYing
the circumstances regarding the
relinquishing of her crown.
At age 19, Williams visited
a questionable modeling registry
where it was suggested that she
pose for nude photos, promising
they would not be made public.
She consented without signing a
release form. After winning her
title, she received a phone call
from the New York Post inquiring
about a nude pictorial of her that
appeared in Penthouse Magazine.
Williams said that the hardest
part of the ordeal was having to tell
By Kristine Belizaire
Distribution Manager
New Federal Bill Means More Student Costs
Interest Rates on Student Loans Expected to Take Effect July 1
By Paul Saneaux
StaffWriter
Many students already dig to
the bottomoftheirpockets to payoff
college expenses, and Federal loans
are often the option for those who
do not have enough funds. Even
so, students may have to strain or
break their budgets and dig deeper;
the U.S. Congress has recently
passed the Deficit Reduction Act of
2005, a reconciliation bill between
the Senate and the House of
Represeht~tiveswhich will increase
interes~ rates and fees on loans for
students and parents.
The Deficit Reduction Act,
passed by Congress in February,
aims to decrease government
spending by up to $39 billion
over time. Although student loans
currently accounts for only one
percent of federal spending,
student aid cuts will represent
"almost 32 percent of the
reconciliation cuts," according
to information provided by
Student Aid Action, a higher
education project of the State
Public Interest Group.
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While aiming to decrease government spending by up to $39 billion, the Deficit
Reduction Act will also mean increase interest rates on student and parent loans
The government's goal is
to save approximately $12.7
billion in student aid in several
fashions. The bill generates nearly
$13 billion from excess subsidy
payments that student and parent
borrowers make to lenders. As
indicated by the bill, this money
is designated to pay for future tax
cuts for the wealthy instead of
returning to the students in the
form of more need-based grant
aid.
"Interest rates will be going
up starting July 1," said Etta
Fleischer, Interim Associate Vice
President for Student Financial
Services and Registration.
"The rate for the [Parent Loans
for Undergraduate Students]
is scheduled to rise from 7.9
percent to a fixed 8.5 percent and
the rates for the Stafford Student
Loans will also increase to a fixed
6.8 percent."
Savings of $2.2 billion will
also be derived from the cutting
of mandatory loan delivery funds
used to implement the federal
loan programs. Also, $1.4 billion
is expected to be' collected from
guarantee agencies due to a one
percent insurance fee on all loans.
Opponents of the bill claim that
lenders could possibly pass the fee
on to student borrowers.
Despite the negative effects
the major cuts in student aid will
cause, some students may benefit
from the Deficit Reduction Act.
According to Student Aid Action,
"the bill spends $3.7 billion on
grants for students majoring
in math, science and foreign
I "anguages.
Additionally, the bill will
gradually lower origination fees
for some students over the next
five years. A 6.8 percent ceiling
will also be maintained on
interest rates for Stafford Student
Loans, protecting students from
continuously rising rates.
''I'm against the whole thing
but I do like the idea of the 6.8
percent cap because students
usually don't have good credit and
need a cosigner," said sophomore
and business major Ryan Farinacci.
"At the same time though, the
government is encouragingstudents
to go further into debt."
"Education is what's going
to get this country through the
bad economy," commented Alecia
Salus, a sophomore on the Pre-
Medical track. ''An increase in fees
will only make it more difficult for
students who can't afford college to
attend."
"This will just prevent students
from going to college," asserted
junior and marine biology major
VJ Maisonet. He responded to
tax cuts for wealthier tax payers by
claiming the bill "will only make
the rich richer and the dumb more
dumb."
A new PLUS loan program for
graduate and professional students
is being developed by lenders and
the Department of Education.
However, the government has left
universities in the dark as of yet.
''At this time, no. specific
information on how it will work
has been released," said Fleischer.
"The Department of Education
is working to create a new
promissory note."
"We are awaiting the
Department of Education and.
lenders to clarifY the initiatives of
the loan," she explained. "Once
the university has received more
information, it will be passed on
to the students."
Fleischer emphasized that
new information will be made
available at www.nova.edu/cwisl
finaid, and that the time is now to
apply for 2006-2007 financial aid
at www.fafsa.ed.gov.
Additional reporting by
Laura Ory of the University
of Arizona's Daily Wildcat and
Iza Wojciechowska of Duke
University's Chronicle.
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Looking for ascholarship for next year!
Apply for the
Juan Pablo Correa Memorial
Scholarship
. . . .. .::;.
~ E\> I Un<JB:.r'<;f,:Ul(i':l,f,:i t* h ~ ~~ >.... f>· ~
Pick up applications in the office of
Student Activities and Leadership Development
Room 204 - Rosenthal Student Center
Or on-line at www,sald.nova,edu
/'
"'Applications must be turned in to:
Terry \\leech by March l)lh 2006 5pm
Please Direct Questions to Terry\Veech at
Ext 7293
Or
(954) 262~7293
*U.S. Citizens &. Residents
are not eligible
Key evideAce presented4willg Hussein trial
According to the Reuters, "prosesut6rsat Saddam Hussein's J;rialpresented a
document Tuesday theysaid~assign~slby the former leader approvingi:he exeCj1ti?js~~
more than 140 Shiites in southern Iraq." Chief prosecutor Jaafar a~-Moussawi presented
evidence "concerning the killings of Shiites from the town of Dujallin in 1982" after an
assassination attempt on Hussein in 1980. A docum@ntwas also preseilt~g\~~~~-Moussawi
showing Hussein approved the sentenci~g of 148Shiite~Jos!eathby han?ing.~e also said
Saddam issued the sentences after an "imaginary trial" in which "none of the defendants
were brought to court." Saddam and his co-defenders, including Awad al-Bandar, who was
head of the court under Saddam, could face death by hanging if convicted.
For more information visit www.reuters.eom.
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Compiled by Paul Saneaux
News from Around the World
Europe
Da Vinci Code author faces lawsuit
Best-selling author of The DaVinei Codi:, Dan Brown, is being sued by Richard
Leigh and Michael Baigent for stealing "the whole <trchitecture" of the research that went
into their book, The Holy Blood, and the Holy Grail. J\.ssordiJ;1gro Reuters, Brown puts forth
the theory that Jesus married Marylytagdelene 0~slb~re a child, the same theory presented
in Leigh's and Baigent's ~ook. Jonathon Jam¥s; Leigh's and Baigent's attorney, told the British
High Court that the publication of The DaVinei Code "is in infringement of the copyright"
ofhis clients in Great Britain. Last year, Brown won a court ruling against Lewis Perdue, who
claimed Brown stole elements.Jr6.m two of his books. Perdue sued Brown for $150 million
in damages.
For more information www.msnbC".eom.
Caribbean
PMe~~~i~~~rotesters slam FBI·i i.·
Over 1,000 demonstra~q~Win~~~~uertoRican capital of SanJuan marched on Pet>.
26 and chanted anti-FBI messages. According to Associated Press re;porters, "many of the
marchersfavor independence for the islajsl and acc~?etheFBI ofpersecliti.qg.~~s~ovement."
There a1"~ also accusations that the FBI 1~F. FilibertoOjeg;;J.~<?s, "the fugitive h~ager of a pro-
independence militant group," die after he was shot in an FBI raid last September. The FBI
said that Rios fired upon Federal agents first, and a conflicting report by Rios' widow said
that the agents began the firefight. During the march on Sunday, protestors "accused an
onlooker of being a Federal agent" and confronted the man, shouting "murderer, murderer."
The man "fled in an automobile ansl ..PEQt~st~r~9an,ged on the car windows, cracking the
glass," witnesses said. Demonstrators~so~~~~~e~<1round an apartment building that the
PBI said was possibly connected to ;;J."9om~s~iGterroristattack" planned by independence
militants. .
For more information visit www.news;
German cat killed by avian flu
The Agence France Presse reported on Fe~:28r~~tGermany hasdisc?vered "the
first known case in Europe ofH5N1 bird flu infecting a cat}' The dead cat was found on the
island of Ruegen in the Baltic Sea where "the highly pathogenic form ofH5N1 was detected
earlier this month," said the Friedrich Loeffler, Germany's national veterinary laboratory.
Chief of the laboratory Thomas Mettenleiter told Reuters that "it has long been known
from Asia that cats can be infected if they eacinfected birds." He added that more tests
are scheduled to determine if the strain. can k1llhumans. The World Health Organization
has already identified the H5N1 in a leopard, tigers, civet cats, and two domestic casts in
Thailand, but has said that the infection ofcats is ~~unlikely to enhance the risks to humans."
The deadly H5N1 strain has killed morethan 90 people since 2003 and has spread into
parts 6f Europe and Mrica. Some cOllntrIes, suc~as France, have begun vaccinating birds on
poultry farms in anticipation of the spread:
For more information visit wwib. news.yahoo. com.
~~~ ...a.I~r_
Tape sho'Ys!~~IE~~~~~e.l(atrina
Controversy over the federal~~~~~~m~~~j~.r:@$ponseto Hurricane Katrina has been
revived by a recently published vid¢O~~tne.A.sso:~0J~?Pr~$.$,The AP said in areport on
March 1 that the newly releasedvi?~~IZ~nows p~~~JP:t!~~ Bush "and other top officials being
warned about the storm's po~ential~evast;;J.~~~~)!~ranscripts also released by the AP indicate
, that Bush did not ask questiQrsduring the l:>rienng on Aug. 28, one day before Katrina made
landfall, but that he declared "we are fully prepared." Michael Brown, head of the Federal
Emergency Management Al?Spcy, isheard o~ ..theYideotape expressing concerlJs about the
Superdome, in whichmanypeopl@later took refuge, saying the shelter is "abollt 12 feet
below sea level." Referring to Katrina)lIldrhe flooding that would ~nsue, BrowJ;1also sats!
he worried about New Orleans'''abilityto respond to a catastrophe.within a catastrophe."
Although the White House did not comment as of press time, Newsibe€k magazine claimed
on March 1 to have received "a missing Katrina,ttanscript" that showsl3ush was "very
engaged" in monitoring the situation after the hurricane made landfall.
For more information visit www.news.yahoo.eom.
Have you been resting in
calm waters lately?
If so, why?
Get caught in the Current.
Once you become a fully registered
member ofThe Current, every time
a new issue hits the stand, YOll-will
receive a notice directly to y6ur inbox
along with full links to each featured
article in that issue.
DNA Clears Man of Robbery, Convicts ofMurder
Willie Herman ofCarson City, Nev., thought it would
be a good idea to provide a DNA sample to absolve him
from a 1999 robbery. Unfortunately, that same sample
was used to convict him of the 1997 murder of Leslie
Carter at a Reno park, which landed him life in prison.
The Las Vegas Review-Journal said that although Herman
argued "DNA evidence obtained at his robbery trial was
inadmissible at his murder tria!," the court decided that
the prosecution's argument was correct since the man
voluntarily provided the sample.
NSUCURRENT.COM
Making waves!
Hungry Man Eats Girlfriend's Nose
A confused Tulsa, Okla., man wound up eating his
girlfriend's nose instead ofhis meal during a family dinner.
The Associated Press reported that Greg Hill bit off Jody
Bennett's nose and swallowed it. Doctors contemplated
pumping the man's stomach in hopes of finding the nose,
but emergency room personnel decided that stomach
acids would have quickly dissolved the body part. Bennett
denied eating the nose but was booked on numerous
charges, including destroying evidence.
Body Parts Harvested, Replaced with PVC Pipe
Taking a cue from Dr. Frankenstein, four Rochester,
N.Y., people are facing criminal charges for harvesting
human tissues and organs. Several funeral homes and
hospitals are tied to the investigation, which alleges that
Bio-Medical Tissue Services has illegally taken body parts
from 1,077 deceased over a four year span, according to
WROCTVcom. X-rays of deceased found that stolen
bones were replaced with PVC pipe. Officials expre:;sed
concern about the safety of transplanting untested
anatomy, saying that the "most disturbing" part is "that no
medical precautions were taken to ensure that the tissue
transplants were free from disease or defect."
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis
Shipping Drugs Not a Smart Move
Apparently under the influence of the substance
he was shipping, Steven Coburn of Mill Valley, Calif.,
shipped a half-pound of marijuana - but forgot to affix
an address label. An Associated Press article cited that the
Corte Madera shipping company opened the package
as part of company procedure to see if the label had
accidentally been placed inside. Once authorities were
notified, Coburn's home, which is conveniently located
behind a high school, was search and $10,000 worth of
marijuana was found.
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Leo University for the conference
tournament March through to
March 5. Here the men will face off
with Barry, while the women take
on St. Leo in a single elimination
tournament.
said Coach Kevin Marsh. "Our
main goal is to improve and learn
from each tournament and prepare
to defend our Conference Title."
Barry's Victor Billskoog won
the individual title with a 2-under-
par total.
NSU's Michael Wangsness led
the men's team, finishing in sixth
place individually with a two-day
total of 147 (74-73). This was the
highest finish of his career. Martin
Styf and Nick Pateman finished tied
for 12th with a pair of 148's.
"I was happy with the way I
played in the later rounds," said
Martin Sty£. "The golf course wasn't
that great though."
The next tournament for the
Sharks will be in Miami, Fla. to play
in the Buccaneer Invitational hosted
by Barry University at Westview
Country Club March 6 and 7.
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor
Feb. 26 and 27, the men's
golf team competed in the AASU/
Southbridge Pirate Invitational
in Savannah, Ga. This was a 36-
hole event hosted by Armstrong
Atlantic University at Southbridge
Golf Club, which was par-72,
6,922 yards. NSU moved up one
position from day one in the final
round and finished in sixth place.
The men's team shot 304-
296=600, the second round team
total being the third lowest score of
Tuesday's final round. Armstrong
Atlantic State won their home
event with a team total of 587.
Two strokes behind them were
Barry University with a team total
of589.
''At this level all 5 players have
to. compete for low individual
score for the team to be successful,"
the conference for the season.
"I had agreat timewatching
hoth teams this season," states
junior Katie Veltri. ''I'm looking
forward to next season when they
have their own gym. I think it will
help build up school spirit."
The Sharks head to St.
Kenny Faulk dribbles around a defender. Photo courtesy J.C. Ridley
NSU Men's Golf Team Finishes 6th at AASU/
Southbridge Pirate Invitational
Sophomore Martin Styf watches his ball
out of the bunker. Photo courtesy Gary
Curreri
By Tranell Mesa
StajfWlriter
Now that the men and
woman's regular basketball season
has come to an end, the Fin-atics
can sit back a,s both teams prepare to
head into the post season playoffs.
Both teams showed tremendous
finesse while on the court this season,
giving NSU fans something to look
forward to on Saturday nights when
the Sharks played at home.
After an exceptional
performance from the men's
basketball team on Feb. 25, the
Sharks tacked another win onto
their record as they crushed Rollins
College 79,.57. The Sharks finished
with a regular season record of 07-
10, 11-5 SSC) placing them second
overall in conference play.
"We have a great group
of guys and we worked extremely
hard during preseason, so I'm not
surprised with our success this so
far season. We are doing our best
to bring home the conference
championship," said sophomore
center Kevin Chester
The women 05-12, 8-8
SSC) came up short while facing
Rollins College for their senior night
game, 52-47. Nonetheless the Lady
Sharks still placed well at fourth in
Men's Basketball Team Takes Down
Rollins 79-57, Women lose 52-47
race.
Unfortunately, the ratings
for the Olympics weren't as
high as usual for NBC, being
were consistently outdrawn
by "Grey's Anatomy" and
''A . Id 1"mencan o.
Regardless, the games
were exciting to watch for lots
of people.
On Feb. 27, the XX
Winter Games in Turin came
to an end. If anyone watched
the games, they know that it
was an exciting and fun Games
to watch.
Once again, Germany
came in first place with
amedal count of 29, 11 of
those being gold. The United
States came in second place
with 25 twenty-five medals
overall, nine of them being
gold. Canada improved their
medal count from 17 in 2002
to 24 in Turin. Cindy Klassen
of Canada acquired a game-
high of five medals. Austria
also had their best showing
in 2006, which included 23
medals overall, and a medal
sweep in the men's slalom on
Saturday. -
Other countries that had
a great showing were Sweden
with 14 medals, and China
and South Korea with 11
each
This year Slovakia won its
first ever winter medal in the
new. sport, snowboardcross,
where Radoslav Zidek took
the silver.
In the snowboard
halfpipe, American Shaun
White took home the gold.
Speedskater Joey Cheek won
two medals and donated his
$40,000 reward to a charity
for children who are trapped
in war' zones. Chad Hedrick
and Shani Davis did nothing
but argue about how bad the
other teammate was. It seemed
very childish, but brought a
lot of viewers to watch them
By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor
Torino Olympic
Winter Games
Come to an End
·~~.SJ!.Qrt~ P~GE5~~==::;::
Rowing
Sat 03/11/06 TBA Rollins Invitational Winter Park, Fla. NCAA
NCAA II
NCAA I
NCAA I
NCAA I
.NCAA I
Miami Shores, Fla.
i Shores, Fla.
i Shores, Fla.
Home
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Baseball
Central Missouri State
University
. Barry University
Barry University
Barry University
Men's Golf
TBA Buccaneer Invitational Miami, Fla.
LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB?
GOOD. BECAUSE
RED BULL.IS
LOOKING FOR A
STUDENT BRAND__-
MANAGER ON
YOU.R CAMPUS!Wo-
03/07/06 6:00 PM
03/10/06
03/11/06
03/11/06
Women's Golf
Mon 03/06/06 TBA Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational Winter Springs, Fla.
THE CURRENT
Baseball
sseSTANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L PCT W L T PCT
Barry 3 0 1.000 10 2 0 .833
Rollins 2 1 .667 6 1 0 .857
Tampa 1 5 .167 1 5 0 .167
Florida Southern 0 0 --- 9 0 0 1.000
Lynn 0 0 --- 6 2 0 .750
Nova Southeastern 0 0 --- 7 4 0 .636
Florida Tech 0 0 --- 5 3 0 .625
Saint Leo 0 0 --- 7 6 0 .538
Eckerd 0 0 --- 2 6 0 .250 I
Softball
sseSTANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L PCT W L T PCT
Nova Southeastern 0 0 --- 10 3 0 .769
Tampa 0 0 --- 10 3 0 .769
Saint Leo 0 0 --- 11 4 0 .733
Florida Southern 0 0 --- 11 6 0 .647
Rollins 0 0 --- 9 5 0 .643
Barry 0 0 --- 7 4 0 .636
Lynn 0 0 --- 7 4 0 .636
Florida Tech 0 0 --- 8 5 0 .615
Eckerd 0 D --- 1 9 0 .100
sseSTANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L PCT W L PCT
Rollins 16 0 1.000 26 0 1.000
Tampa 13 3 .813 21 6 .778
Florida Tech 10 6 .625 16 11 .593
Nova Southeastern 8 8 .500 15 12 .556
Saint Leo 6 10 .375 9 17 .346
Barry 6 10 .375 9 18 .333
Lynn 6 10 .375 11 16 .407
Florida Southern 5 11 .313 9 18 .333
Eckerd 2 14 .125 4 23 .148
Women's Basketball
sseSTANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L PCT W L PCT
Rollins 12 4 .750 20 7 .741
Nova Southeastern 11 5 .688 17 10 .630
Lynn 11 5 .688 19 8 .704
Tampa 10 6 .625 19 8 .704
Eckerd 10 6 .625 20 7 .741
Florida Southern 7 9 .438 16 11 .593
Barry 5 11 .313 13 14 .481
Florida Tech 3 13 .188 7 20 .259
Saint Leo 3 13 .188 7 20 .259
Men's Basketball
6
Women's Tennis
sseSTANDINGS
SSC OVERALL
W L W L
Eckerd 6
_00
02 0
Lynn 2 0 /'5 0
Barry 1 0 2 1
Nova Southeastern 2 1 3 1
Rollins 3 2 5 4
Florida Tech 1 2 2 5
Tampa 0 1 0 4
Saint Leo 0 2 1 3
Florida Southern 0 3 2 3
To find om: mnn: ;],nd [0 apply go II") wVlw.rcdhullu.cnm
orb"Xl the worJ SBi\,lIA) 12RSS
kX"·oo,·",·".. h.
Sick and tired of old news?
Then get caught in the Current.
NSUCURRENT.COM
Making waves!
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Unity Extends More Than Just a Week
more before the semester's over," he
explained. For the next aid project,
he said that a "greater effort" will
be made to get other organizations
involved.
He then invited other campus groups
to join in, and in that way recruited a
PAKSA member.
Building upon the theme of
unity, Ibrahim hopes to lead other
organizations to help out in the future.
''I'd like to do this definitely once
cell phones for a domestic
violence center, and aiding
at a food pantry.
The sorority also r
spent time helping to clean
up last year's hurricane
damage. "We also helped
a family friend of one of
our sisters clean up her
house after it was destroyed
during Hurricane Wilma,"
Richie said.
Alpha Phi Omega, a
service fraternity, will be
donating time to help "both
the young and elderly"
through upcoming events,
according to Service Vice
President Ann Hoang. The
organization will be making
flower pots to donate to
local nursing homes, as well
as constructing blankets for
children in shelters as part
of Project Linus.
"Volunteering is fun ... .d h I h Jeremy Fernandez, Andres OrtiZ, and Andrew Ibrahim prepare chicken dinners for the South
an you get to e p t ose Florida Coalition for the Homeless. Photo provided by Andrew Ibrahim.
in need," said Hoang.
"I get happy when other. people are
happy, plus I get to meet new people
and make new friends."
Becoming involved in volunteer
projects is simple, according to
Ibrahim; he contacted the coalition
and "asked when we could help out."
Though NSU Unity Week is
a distant memory, its impact still
resonates in groups and students all
over campus. Many NSU organizations
are iIJ.volved in volunteer efforts that
show their commitment to helping the
community.
Inspired by the Hunger Banquet
held during Unity Week, Andrew
Ibrahim, joined by two fellow Lambda
Theta Phi members and a PAKSA
representative, recently volunteered
at the South Florida Coalition for the
Homeless in Hollywood.
Through serving food to the
hungry, Ibrahim gained a greater sense
of the struggles of the less-fortunate.
"We learned that not everyone is as
fortunate as us. It made us appreciate
what we have," he said. Ibrahim was
able to spend time speaking to some
homeless individuals about their
situation in between helping to prepare
chickens, washing dishes, and cleaning
the kitchen.
Other groups, such as the Delta
Phi Epsilon sorority, have participated
in volunteer events. Ashley Richie,
DPE President, said that "our members
actively perform community service,
whether individually or as a whole."
Recent projects include clothing drives
for Goodwill, the collection of used
By Greg Kyriakakis
Current Affairs Editor
Current Events Calendar
Take a Bite Out of This.• ~
r"
r.J
-'
L. ----:-_
March 17
ICE St. Patoi's Day
12 -2 p.m.
March 16
Film: '"Between Us"
6 p.m. Mailman Auditorium
Sponsored by Farquhar College
Good and Evil Film Series
'"Born into Brothels"
7 p.m. Flight Deck
Sponsored by Farquhar College
Submission deadline for
Humanities Festival and Student
Research Symposium
Sp.m.
*Compiledfrom the Student Affairs calendar &
NSU Shark Bytes.
arch 13
ot Served
p.m. Goodwin Lobby
Sponsored by Campus.Recreation
March 15
APO Spring Flowers
Parker Front 11 a.m. - 1 p.m..
March 14
Faculty Lecture Series:
"The Problem of Evil"
12 - 1 p.m. Parker 201
Sponsored by Farquhar College
ABOVE: Contestants XL Tina, Summer
Clearance, Andrea Shakira Mira, Coffee with
no cream, Mocha Latte, and Sharquette strike
a pose
Photos By Judith Francois
LEFT: 1st p6ze" Summer Clearance is
presented with his crown.
Males from different organizations
dressed up as drag queens to compete in the
Annual Possum Queen contest to raise money
for their clubs and themselves. The first place
winner receives $100, plus $200 for his
organization.The pageant took place on Feb.
24 in the flight Deck.
The Annual Possum Queen Contest
By Judith Francois
Staffwriter

I-
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Classifieds:
: Phone Representative for Morgan Stanley :
I I
I Weekdays, 5-9pm. $9/hour. I
I I
I Invite individuals to University sponsored investing I
I classes. Great resume builder for students with I
I excellent communication skills. I
I I
I (954) 713-8452 I
I I
-------------------------I I
I Babysitter Needed I
: In Weston for 3 year-old boy. Flexible hours. :
I Must have experience with children. I
I Education student and Spanish speaking a I
I plus. I
I Call Amy (954) 888-6432· ~
I r
p-----------------------.
FOR SALE
Luxury Condo at Rolling Hills!
Directly across from NOVA,
2-bedroom, 2-bath, top-floor unit,
spacious tiled living and dining area,
cozy eat-in kitchen,
custom mirrors, screen~d balcony,
panoramic views, secured building,
community pool, clubhouse, more.
Call Susan Picunko
Keller Williams Partners Realty I
(954) 448-2264 or (954) 653-5860. IJ J
.---------~-_.------------.
Fire Away:
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Fire away: Call us (954-262-7050),
program understands me. Lhave very strong beliefs in Wicca, past lives, and tarot. It is the
nnection to the Earth. But every time I respond to something in class, the professor looks at me like<r
,~ents have been extremely disrespectful. Why can't people open their minds just a little and think outsid
upbringing?
thing works as effectively as colliding belief systems for heating up a classroom or cooling a friendship. Pit one
inst another, and each will view the other as "other"-a fool who just doesn't see the truth.
'(>u embrace and give voice to beliefs that run counter to those held by your teachers and peers, chances are that
11.tswill be heard as a throwing down of a gauntlet-the equivalent of leaping onto your chair and yelling, "engarde~
'eS'ponse to such an enticing challenge is, of course, to pull out a sword and do battle. I'm sure no one (including yo
I" of falling asleep in the midst of these exchanges. What a gift you're giving to the professors! Mter all, controversy
aca.demia. But however exciting this is for everyone, it sounds like the exchanges leave you feeling misunderstood>a
flnot a comfortable place to hang out.
y chance of your finding a way to enjoy these duels you're inviting? If not, what are the possibilities of your emp..t:
e~s without giving voice to them? Or do you feel committed to educating your peers? If you want to shake them
placency, then you're probably succeeding admirably. If, however, you're looking for a community of like"'1Ti~
oumight want to explore the possibility of creating a club..Call Stan Kaszuba (954-262-7291) to get det
so want to touch base with April Eldemire (954-262-7253), the go-to person on campus for issues regardin
ism and spirituality.
talk this over with someone? You're welcome to make an appointment with one of our counselors
iessof listening, not judging, so you can feel free to speak you mind and discuss your experieJlc,
OffIll HIGH COSTal INI·JO·
MINTa aRlRlDGfSl
.FILLS FROM
'3~"
,..•.. •wA.
1rinI1n1hi.I.:W'-
BROWARD MAU:$ 00
::'1 OFF
(954) 47Q914 :T.Neat~Jet"
D.dow.. •..d'and f .. CnpDI nil! II Brmnl M"lK.~, ~.lu
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Arts & Entertainment
Nickel and Dimed: Worth
Every Penny
ShowlJiz BiU
By Marines Alvarez
A&E Editor
Tedious Lyrics Burden Atrocious
Sophomore Release
By Greg Kyriakakis
Current Affairs Editor
Paul Saneaux
StaffWriter
The NSU Theatre presented Nickel and
Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in AmericZfrom
Feb. 24-26 at the Mailman Auditorium. This
is the second production by the program;
which began in November, 2005 with Seamus
Heaney's Burial at Thebes. The satirical plot
follows Barbara, an undercover reporter, as
she undertakes various minimum-wage jobs
to experience how the poor in America make
a living. She soon finds out that working long
hours, multiple jobs, and unsafe conditions
an~ necessary just to survive as a member .of
the lower-class.
Greg:
Though the entire cast
gave strong performances
overall, Samantha
Dolling stood
out in the lead
role of Barbara:
Obviously an
educated woman,
Barbara makes a
numberofsarcastic
remarks that could
easily have fallen flat if not for Dolling's
flawless delivery. Robert Coward, who took
on a number of male roles including the
slow-witted George, and Kate J. Waites,
an NSU professor in her first performance,
complimented the lead perfectly in her
comical roles as Gail and Marge. Waites'
acting methods were so natural and unforced,
By Joshua Alston
Daily Orange (Syracuse)
02/28/2006
(U-WIRE) SYRACUSE, N.Y: - Doctors
take the Hippocratic Oath, which binds
them to clearly delineated ethical standards.
But for music critics, there is no such oath.
Critics can basically write whatever they
want without consequence, but most of
us typically come up with our own set of
ethical and creative guidelines that we allow
to inform our work.
One of my personal ethical rules is tl\at -
I try at all costs to avoid snarkiness in my
use of titles of songs, albums or bard names,
because I think it's unfair, uncreative and
simply beneath me. For example, if the band
Garbage released a bad record, as they seem
so fond of doing, I wouldn't say something
like "the new album from Garbage lives up
to the band's title," because it's corny and
cheap.
there were no problems in believing her
characters.
Paul:
I agree. I've seen other productions
where cast members play multiple characters
and they were usually more confusing
and boring than entertaining. Nickel and
Dimed, however, was mostly confusion-
free. And fortunately, the actors made their
separate characters distinct.
Dolling gave an unbelievably realistic
performance coupled with a near-perfect
delivery of her lines. Her character's
demeanor appeared to be relaxed in the
beginning, unscathed by I8-hour work
day s and terrible working conditions.
Dolling's appea.rance
.changed gradually and
significantly during her
experiences, eventually
showing ridiculo"usly
clear signs of
exhaustion and
hard work; the
transformation
was amazing to
say the least.
Coward, cast
as five characters,
managed to keep each one unique. It was
easy to see that Ted was the pompous
cleaning company "pimp" and George
was the eager-to-Iearn immigrant from
the Czech Republic. Although the
Please See NICKEL
Page 12
That's why it causes me such discomfort
to write a review of IfOnly lOu were Lonely,
the sophomore release from Ohio's favorite
emo bleeding hearts, Hawthorne Heights.
I'd love to stick to my guns at all costs,
refusing to abandon my principles no matter
what. But when a band as expertly awful as
Hawthorne Heights gives its songs titles like
"We Are So Last Year," "Cross Me Off Your
List" and best of all, "Where Can I Stab
Myself in the Ears," I mean ... come on, I
am but human. I must give in.
I'll get it out of the way. With songs
like "Where Can I Stab Myself in the Ears,"
the album makes the listener pray for an
answer to that question. Lonely is a putrid
goulash of contrived ideas executed with
hilarious earnestness. It's enough to garner
pity for the quintet, which seems so eager
Please See LYRICS
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Public Diarrhea is Not Sexy
I'm looking at you, Jenny McCarthy. Though I would
not normally bother with a third rate celebrity, who frankly,
scares me a bit, when "The Sun Online" reported McArthy's
poop in public incident, I had to share. "I once had really
bad diarrhea at a Playboy autograph signing, "Jenny says, and
already it's too much information. "I just kept having my
picture taken with the fans. But then I was like: 'Oh no,
the demon is about to be unleashed.' And it was unleashed
for about 20 guys to witness." Twenty very, very unlucky
guys who I'm betting did not buy your book or look at your
naked pictures any longer. Of course, that is just a guess.
Playboy is a Tease
Okay, so we all kind ofknow that, but this time around
one Jessica Alba is very upset about it. The Into the Blue
actress is threatening to sue Hefner and Co. for featuring
her picture on the cover of a recent issue of Playboy. She
says that it makes it seem that she appears "nude or semi-
nude" within the magazine. Which she does not. Tease.
"The Smoking Gun" is reporting that in a legal threat letter,
Alba requests that Playboy stop distributing the magazine
and (of course) provide her with a 'fmonetary settlement."
So in'all, Jessica is going to make out with her picture on
the front cover of magazine, tons of free press and some
money on the side? Life really isn't fair.
What DoesJail Do to lOu?
That's a fair question, isn't it? Now, I wouldn't want
to actually find out first hand, so that God for Lil' Kim.
The New York Daily News is reporting that the currently
incarcerated rapper is undergoing some... technical
difficulties. That's right; when you go to jail, your fake
boobs might start leaking. I really, really, really don't want
to know what kinds of jail activities might spur on that
leakage. Really. I'm sure somewhere, though, in the back
of her head Kim had dreams of busting out. WeM! !low she
can say that she really did, in one sense of the word.
Britney SpearsJumps On the Crazy Bus
After riding on the ugly train, taking the fat subway and
jumping on the marriage and baby bandwagon, it was only
a matter of time before Britney found herself on the crazy
bus. "The Sun" is reporting that Britney flipped out when
she saw photos of K-Fedwith a Britney lookalike in his
arms. She had a diva-sized hissy fit, complete with kicking,
screa~ing, cursing and threats to end her relationship with
Kevin. Ofcours,e this isn't the first time we have heard this
tune. But then again, we have also heard parts of K-Fed's
new album. If that isn't enough to scare you away, I don't
know what is, Britney. -
Who Knew?
When Jessica split from Nick Lachey, admit it:
you thought Nick would disappear into obscurity and
depression and stuff like that. Well, it hasn't happened (yet)
and surprisingly enough, Jessica is the one who has been
getting all the sorry and sad headlines. In a recent interview,
Lachey tells Teen People, "Don't feel sorry for me, I have a .
great life." Well, many men would agree with you, Nick,
seeing as how you are prepped to get tons of money from
Jess and you've been crying on the shoulder of a certain
busty former Miss Kentucky. Conversely, Jessica's most
recent headline? "Sad Jess gains 15kg." That's a whopping
33 pounds, my friends. When you are Jessica Simpson, you
have to maintain a level of cuteness because you are dumb.
Once you loose that cuteness and gain 33 pounds and lose
money to your ex-husband, well ... Is there anything else
worth living for?
NICKEL
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to separate itself from the rest of the fashion), the band foregoes the
mainstreamo pack, yet ends up with guitars for a piano and limp drum
a result that is derivative at its best programming and winds up with
and embarrassing at its worst. a Savage Garden J?-side. Again,
"We Are So Last Year" falls into the cloying; Lisa Frank-diary lyrics
the former category, with its tension- grate: "You don't have to speak
and-release riffing and layered whines because I can hear your heartbeat /
and.screams. It's tolerable musically, Fluttering like butterflies searching
but then come the lyrics, which for a drink."
would only win honorable mention Lonely is almost unlistenable
in an eighth-grade poetry contest: _from beginning to end (except
"I just wanted you to know, that I maybe for "Breathing in Sequence,"
think about you every night / When which at least starts offcompelling),
I fall asleep, you are in my dreams." and despite my desire to .avoid
Is Diane Warren ghostwriting rock reading into the song titles, I'd like
records now? to think the band knows it. What
At least. "Last Year" finds they lack in musicianship they make
Hawthorne Heights on their own up for in manners, as evidenced by
territory. On the ballad "Decembers" track five, "Saying Sorry." I forgive
(which closes the album in cliche you, Hawthorne Heights.
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the struggles of the working class
provided many laughs, but also
good cause for reflection of society.
Exemplifying the creative narrative
are the inner monologues of Nita
(Benita Williams) and Barbara,
which show a humorous contrast
in their opinions of each other;
yet in the end they can sit down
to watch a soap opera. Maybe class
struggles wouldn't be so pervasive if
we can find a c;ommon ground to
build upon.
P:
The short scenes and frequent
set changes took a while to get
used to, but the flow of the play
hardly suffered in the en(f The
message got across and the humor
was unaffected. The subject of the
play appeals to anyon~ who has
I dabbled in stage design and worked a minimum wage job; I
managing back in high school, so I was especially amused by the Mall-
was earnestly impressed with how this Mart scenes because I worked at
production handled their set design Target for two years and know the
and space usage. The set was sparse, frustration of retail and dealing
consisting of black cubes arranged with idiotic people. They nailed
as benches and beds, the usual tables that reality of the working class
and chairs, and crafted pieces like a perfectly.
small kitchen and some signs. G:
Even with a simple set, all sections Nickel and Dimed makes the
of the stage was proficiently utilized; oft-forgotten struggles of the poor
most of the set took up the center. seem more real and may cause the
upstage and downstage portions, wealthy to rethink just how they
creating a pleasing and· balanced got there, and who suffers because
visual quality; only some scenes had of class imbalances.
the focus of the audience off the P:
center of the stage, which is fortunate The humor in Nickel and
given the small space available to the Dimed was subtle at times and
actors. The left and right wings had outrageous at other moments, but
signs displaying the measly pay the the laughs always kept coming.
characters· slaved to earn at various Witb an excellent cast and a crew
jobs. Despite being simple, the set that used some hilarious audio
was very effective and did not steal clips and smart set designs, I was
attention from the excellent actors. easily impressed. Excessive cursing
G: and all, I embraced it; this was a
The fast-paced scene changes and small, but tremendously successful
storytelling infusing biting wit with production.
LYRICS
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characters are vastly different and
seemingly impossible to confuse, it
is relatively easy for inexperienced
actors to let their characters be dull
and indistinguishable. Coward, who
also gave an excellent performance
in Burial at Thebes, avoided this trap
completely.
G:
Despite the limited set design
given the size of the Mailman
Auditorium, the play didn't suffer
as the actors made good use of what
they had. The restaurant scene, which
begins the play and is again revisited
. later, is one of the most dynamic even
though there are few set pieces. Some
drab costumes, such as all black maid
uniforms, detract from· the overall
aesthetics of the set, however.
THE CURRENT
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the event. Some senators had specific
concerns; Senator Boyd said she
thought it would be "ridiculous to
send the same people to practically
the. same event." The organization
representative said this group would
only differ by four people and that
the events were nearly identical.
SGA Treasurer Diane Klein also
advised the club to send their new
e-board after election,s but the
representative said that the elections
already took place. To end the
discussion with the bills approval,
Freshman Senator Andrew Ibrahim
made the point that "this club has
done everything we asked them to
by going through the Leadership
Development Committee, and that
[the Senate] should keep that in
mind."
An interesting side note:
while the Senate was grilling the
representative with the usual
bureaucratic questions, a student in
the audience became annoyed and
colloquially referred to the Senate as
a certain part of the anatomy of the-
human rear end known as the anus.
Is this what the students think of
the SGA? A bunch of anuses? First
of all, discussion and questioning'
is necessary in Senate. Secondly,
Mister Uneducated Potty Mouth,
Thank you
Diane Klein
SGA Treasurer 2005-2006
this get involved and start changing
the future on this campus. Those
who cannot hold a position should
also get involved in their own way.
Let your future SGA know what
you want and what they can do for
you. We all have a voice, so use it. It
is your duty as students to let your
leaders know this information.
In short, when we all eventually
graduate we want to have memories
that last a lifetime; so get involved
and start making some!
me believing otherwise. That's not
the most interesting part, however.
McDonald continued by giving the
ambiguous statement that he "was
involved in the impeachment of
Boyd and Siminovsky."
Bingo! I'll tell you what this
means to me since. you asked so
nicely. Now, this is completely my
opinion based on my observations
and digging around for clues (since
the OSB has not confirmed nor
denied this), but here it is: I believe
Peebles influenced Sean Burque
and/or other petitioners in writing
that infamous student concern
letter "seeking the impeachment"
of Boyd and Siminovsky. Although
I don't know what kind of motives
would be behind this action, my
journalistic intuition points me to
this belief Don't take my word on
it however (not yet, at least). I may
be wrong. I'll bring the updates here
when they are made available by the
OSB and McDonal~. Peebles may
also be given the chance to explain
himself at another meeting.
On a lighter note, last week's
meeting ran under the new Vice
President of Legislative Affairs,
former OSB member Randi Samuels.
The meeting ran as it usually does:
with bickering over certain issues
and irregular smoothness.
The first bump in the road
:was the Florida African American
Student Association Conference for
PASA. The commotion was about
whether or not this conference was
the same as one PASA requested
funds for earlier in the year and
whether or not the same executive
board members were going to attend
Yes, sometimes drama does occur,
but in the long run being a leader is a
great honor and one should take the
responsibility if they feel up to the
challenge.
From being involved I can
proudly say that I have had two
educations; one from the classroom
and one from being involved in
campus life. Life is growing on this
campus, and it is a great feeling to
be involved in it. I encourage those
who have thought about running for
a position to do so.
Understand that there are two
types of students, ones that make a
difference and ones that don't. Which
one are you? I hope those who read
Letterfrom a Reader
A while . back, during
all the fuss and ruckus over
impeachments, internal struggles
in the SGA, student petitioners
with no direction, and a shott-
lived bitch-fest on the lac listserv,
I threw out a prediction and made
some evocative inquiries. I asked
one question after SGA Advisor
Terry Morrow and Vice President
ofJudicial Affairs Davia McDonald
mentioned previously that there
were rumors of members of the
SGA trying to impeach one another:
"Could someone in the SGA be in
cahoots with the petitioners?"
I figured it was odd that a
rumor such as that arose so' close
to the time some students badly
wanted to remove (now resigned)
Commuter Senator Alaina
Siminovsky and lac Senator
Jessica Boyd from the Senate.
Well, guess what, boys and
girls? I have some news. At last
week's meeting, VPJ McDonald
announced that "SGA President
Jason Peebles ~asn't been attending
Pan-SGA meetings, executive board
meetings, campus events, Senate
meetings, and faculty advisory
meetings, so the position is now
available." What? Let me rewind
that and translate: Peebles has
clearly not been fulfilling his duty,
so, by way of the Constitution an
impeachment is not required and
the remaining Executive Board
has voted him out. Sort of like
on "Survivor." Sort of, I said. I
thought Peebles missed numerous
Senate meetings because he had
a legitimate excuse, but his quick
ousting by the Executive Board has
I have been involved in
many organizations in my four
years at NSU.Being involved had
made a difference for others and
me. Reading all the articles lately
about SGA and lac might have
scared some ofyou from stepping
up and running for a position on '
a E-board or SGA. In this letter,
I want to explain that being
involved is not all about drama.
Dear Readers of The Current:
Not true, my friends! I'm sure
I'm not the only one here to know
the vast frustration that is software
registration, for how many times must
we be asked to register (again) upon
restarting our computers or changing
user names? Too many, my friends,
far too many. (Please disregard the
melodrama.)
In fact, the stupid program got
to heso annoying, that I was forced to
uninstall it. (I will protect its identity
by not naming it, but its started with
McAffee Viruscan.)
Some of you by now are
probably wondering if I actually have
a point, other than that my computer
now has only some lame Windows
virus' program standing between it and
utter disaster. Yeah, I know, we're not
a bunch of software developers here,
and I doubt many of our Information
Technology students are going to be
running out to get internships with
McAffee so they can make their
programs less obnoxious because I
said so (although that would be cool
if they did).
Maybe I'll just serid a letter
to the software company, just in case
they feel like reading it (Why wouldn't
they?), and maybe, just maybe, next
time someone attempts to shield their
computer from the evils of internet
viruses, they will be less frustrated
than I.
Sincerely,
Dear NSU Community,
I happened to get a new
laptop today (after some trials and
tribulations involving the fine but
apparently somewhat confused people
at UPS), and while it was pretty cool
to actually be able to get some work
done without changing computers
three times in a day, I couldn't help
but be pretty irritated at whoever
designed the software.
I realize that software
companies want to protect their
material and prevent piracy. That's
fine with me. I understand .:that
maybe registering your software is a
good thing. That's fine too. I tried to
do it myself (Notice the word tried
here). But when the software tries to
go online and decides you're already
registered (okay, so I was cheap and
bought a refurbished machine. Sue
me), you might be so optimistic as to
expect it to shut up and let go of the
issue.
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ByPaulSaneaux Revelations
StaffWriter .
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Like A Daytime Soap Opera... On Ice
Additional Notes
Official Fly on the Wall Body count (with all due respect): VPL Liz
Harbaugh, resigned; Commuter Senator Alaina Siminovksy, resigned; SGA
President Jason Peebles, ousted; and Campus Entertainment Director Jocelyn
McGlothlen, resigned. (No more, please.)
Treasurer Diane Klein reported that there is $23,492.12 left in the Senate
Reserve Fund and that "[the SGA] is doing very well with the organizational
accounts and the clubs are spending their money."
A bill entitled Student Action Committee St. Patrick's Day Bash was
approved for $901.
A bill entitled Caribbean Student Association Conference was approved
for $650.
Freshman Senator Steven Reddy announced that a third sweep date on
organizational accounts was being considered to handle money that rolls back
and cannot be used. He added that Dean of Student Affairs Brad Williams said
that the Pan-SGA might form a slush fund for campus entertainment with the
money that may roll back; for example, the money would be used to fund large
concert events in the University·Center when it opens, giving students a chance
to buy tickets at reduced prices.
By Marines Alvarez
A&EEditor
On the whole, I have nothing
against the Olympics. Really. I don't
have anything bad to say about them.
That is, unless we are talking about
the 2006 Winter Olympics in Tutin,
Italy. In that case, I have a couple of
bones to pick.
From the beginning, the PR
hogs at NBC were assuring us that
the 2006 United States team would
be the best ever. There milst have
been some fine print I missed that
explained that when they said "best"
they mean"t "Mediocre at best." In
fact, though like all Olympics there
where high points and low points in
Turin, the event as a whole lacked
the cheesy magic that is the Winter
Olympics. Italy delivered but did
not satisfy. The US Team showed up
and won... sometimes.
With a second place finish,
the US matched their position from
the 2002 Salt Lake City Games.
Tellingly, though, they won 32
medals in 2002 and 25 in 2006.
Not the showing you expected, huh,
NBC? Well, lucky for the ratings
hogs, there were plenty of soap
opera like moments to draw viewers
in when sheer performances were
not enough. That's right, with all its
drama, NBC should've considered
THE FLY
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learn to be civil and appreciate the
Senate, or find funding elsewhere.
Another bump was nicely
steamrolled by IOC Senator Marilyn
Callwood when she moved to strike
three bills from the agenda because
representatives from those clubs were
not in attendance. Unsurprisingly, the
motion passed.
The last bump arrived when
new International Senator Akswat
Bwargava presented a great idea· in
the form of a resolution; simply, it
stated that the senators "should each
be issued at least 50 business cards
so they can better network with their
amng the games in the daytime,
complete with all its wins, losses and
key players.
The Heroes: Let's start with
speedskater Apolo Anton Ohno. Like
the rest of the US team, he got off to a
bad start, slipping in the 1500m race.
Unlike the rest of the US team, he
managed to get back up and win: bronze
in the 1000m and gold in the 500m. I
like him because he seems like such a
dork. Who still wears bandanna? No,
seriously? And under the yellow bike
helmet they are required to wear? It's
so bad it's good. Other good showings
included Shaun White, who won
gold in the men's half pipe, and Seth
Wescott, who won gold in Snowboard
Cross. Okay, so the Americans basically
dominate anything having to do with
snowboard, but hey, someone's got to.
The Heroines: Anyone who
wears a plastic tiara on the medal stand
is okay with me. Alpine skier Julie
Mancuso silenced her biggest critics
with gold in the giant slalom, the first
US women's alpine medal in six years.
How about that Lindsay
Kildrow? After crashing during a
practice run and being lifted to a Turin
hospital, the brave Kildrow came back
less than 48 hours later to try her han.d
at the downhill. As cheesy and trite as
it may sound, that's pretty awesome.
constituencies." Bwargava's reasoning
was that "not all students can contact
their senators during their office
hours." The idea was simple, but for
some reason the senators began to
"bitch arid moan," according to SGA
Advisor Gary Gershman, over who
would be responsible with the task of
issuing cards. This was not an issue to
argue over; the resolution was designed
to improve the SGA, not hinder it in
any way, and it would cost practically
nothing. Eventually the point was
made clear and the resolution was
passed.
If you just crashed, burned holes into
your spandex suit and your left butt
cheek hurts, skis and poles should be
the last thing on your mind. Not for
Lindsay Kildrow.
The Villain: Shut up, Bode
Miller. We heard so much trash talking
and other nonsense from Bode pre-
games, it's not a wonder he didn't have
any energy left to compete. Before the
games, he landed the covers of Times
and Newsweek. After the games, he has
nothing left to say other than "I got
to party at the Olympic level" and ''At
least I did it my way." Yeah, well, Bode,
your way is the drunken immature
losing way, so do me a favor? Unless
you are going to start giving a crap and
you are going to get in shape and you
know, perform, stay away from the
Olympics.
. The Villainess: Who cares
if Lindsay Jacobellis won silver? She
could have won gold. She was leading
the pack, kicking their butts and all
that other good stuff and then she
decided she would show off. Don't they
teach lessons about sportsmanship and
showboating and crap like that? Aren't
we supposed to believe that that's what
the Olympics are about? Well, Lindsay
didn't get the memo and she fell and
slipped into second place. What a way
to do down in history. Second place
is the first loser, especially if you are
Lindsay.
You know what else? Who
cares if you are Michelle Kwan,
Michelle Kwan? I don't care if you're
great and the face of figure skating,
or whatever. The minute you start
limping, it might be time to step
away gracefully. You didn't earn your
place on the team, despite your past
accolades, and you made it worse for
yourself by having to step away after
petitioning for that spot. Bye, Kwan.
You're famous, you're rich and it was
nice while it lasted.
Tooliest Tool: Sorry, Chad
Hedrick. Yeah, you won some medals
and you have incredibly straight
teeth, but really. After winning
speedskating gold, an almost scripted
Hedrick kept reminding us that he
skated in memory of his late great
grandmother. And he reminded. And
reminded. And reminded again. We
get it, NBC, human interest and all.
Please, don't get me wrong. I know
no one likes to lose a grandmother
and I'm sure Hedrick was super close
to his, but if at the age of 28 the
worst thing that has ever happened
to you is the death of your grandma
at 15, you've lived a charmed life.
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, For more details, call or stop by:
'954-987-6240
230 I N. University Dr., Suite # I03,
. Pembroke Pines
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 8:30AM-7PM
Fri 9AM-5PM
Sat 9AM-IPM
WALK-INS WELCOME
NEW DONORS EARN $65 THIS WEEK!
BIOPHARMACEUTICALS
ASI
*Must have legallD along with
proof of 5.5.# and local residency.
*Payment amounts may vary
depending upon donation
frequency & program.
